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INTRODUCTION
SOCH is still actively supporting orphans at its best potential. So far, there has been a significant
progress in most of the projects. This report explains in brief what is happening at SOCH during the
latest months of the year, 2016.

SOCH still a home
THE JOY OF ORPHANS
It is well known that as many children to well to do families celebrate their birth days and other
ceremonies, orphans often and usually miss and do not have such chances to celebrate. SOCH
occasionally organises bounce back parties when all children are able to remember that one day
they were born and that they can celebrate also at their own time. This has had a very great impact
on the psychosocial support to orphans. This year the bounce back party was on 25 December, 2016.

Matron Bakes cakes for orphans’ party

Children Celebrate a bounce back party at SOCH with guardians invited.
GUEST HOUSE CONSTRUCTION
The construction, painting, glazing, tiling, doors fixing and all that is needed to the building has now
been finished. It is only furniture remaining. It is also already registered as SERENJE SOCH INN Ltd.
The fire Brigade of Zambia from Serenje District Council also visited the site, assessed and left
recommendations about what needs to be done for safety in case of fire. The pictures bellow
indicate different views of SERENJE SOCH INN.

Guest house Entry Gate

Fence at Guest house

Tiles and glasses fixed

Conference room view

Guest rooms - passage view

Showers and toilets in guest rooms

The fire brigade assessed the Lodge.
CONCLUSION
SOCH is still expecting better things in the year 2017. The above achievements are a motivation to
Sponsors as well as SOCH workers as it indicates that all is well at SOCH. Sponsors and SOCH staff
and management deserve thanks for the great works happening at SOCH.
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